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( B  cceioed for publieution, May 24, 1934.) 
Introduction. 
The wave equation 
occurs widely and normal functions suitable for different boun- 
dary conditions have been studied for a long time. In this 
paper an attempt haa been made to obtain and study the 
properties of normal functions suitable for boundary conditions 
over ellipsoids or other central quadrics. The normal func- 
tions bear a relation to Lam6 functions similar to that existing 
between Mathieu functions and the circular functions. 
During the course of this work,, which was undertaken at 
widely separated intervals and completed by 1929, a mcmoir 
by F. Moeglich, dealing partially with the problem of obtaining 
functions which could be used for ellipsoidal bound:rries, was 
published in 1927. The uormal fuoctious obtained bg him 
are functions of two varirrbles. His method sitnplities much 
of the preliminrlry work and does not raise the qurstion 
regarding the existanco of solutions for nonlinear integral 
 equation^, which looms pro~ninuntly in the pmant work. 



































